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Integrated Waste Management System02INTRODUCTION

CODEPOINT’s Procurement & Inventory Management Solution helps you manage your purchases 

and inventory, with flexibility, to manage the same at plant/warehouse (individual or multiple) level. 

Our solution automates your entire procurement and inventory flow from purchase requisition 

stage to stock issuance, including sales return and stock-take. The solution also helps in making 

strategic decisions on your business, with precise reporting of your inventory flow.

INTRODUCTION
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BENEFITS

Hassle-free 
Inventory 
Management

Eliminate all the hassles of 

manual processing with one 

automated solution

Customized 
Reporting

Facilitates overall monitoring & 

tracking of your inventory flow 

with precise reporting section

Real-time 
Inventory 
Visibility

Facilitates real-time visibility of 

your inventory and enhances your 

profitability

Barcode 
Integration

Catch stock details by 

integrating with a barcode 

system

Multi Location 
Sync

Allows you to sync your stock 

for di�erent warehouses

ERP 
Integration

Manage the operational flow with a 

system having ERP integrations

Digital 
Archival and 
Tracking

Archive your inventory 

digitally and get easy access 

to monitor and track all 

items

Faster Stock-take 
with Online-O�line 
Capability

Speed up stock counts and 

ensure accuracy by completing 

stock counts on mobile devices, 

even when there’s no signal
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PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT

A unified solution to set up your purchase processes with seamless approval tracking, integrated purchase request fulfillment, 
ande�ortless inventory replenishment

Department wise Budget requirement requisition and allocation

Easy Purchase Requisition initiation and approvals

Single-click quotation requests to multiple suppliers

Initiate creation of purchase orders directly from quotations e�ortlessly with just one click

Streamline your post-purchase processes by receiving items and replenishing the inventory directly from the purchase orders

Payment Processing by matching payments with invoices & store centralized transaction records for future reference

Manage all your vendors, vendor transactions and bills in one place

Dedicated contract management space where you can manage all contracts be it, existing or new e�ortlessly
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Group, customize, manage, and track your items from a single application

Classify your items into groups based on their descriptive attributes, brands, product types, sizes, and colors, and arrange them accordingly

Assign unique serial numbers to each product so you can track them individually

Precisely keep track of where your products come from and where they are going

You can monitor expiration dates, conduct quality checks, and trace each product back to its batch

Get instant product status, any time

Comprehensive information on existing stock

Auto re-order notification & purchase request initiation

ITEM MANAGEMENT
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Distribute your stock across multiple warehouses and fulfill your orders as soon as customers place them

Move stock easily through the business, eliminating excess stock-holding and over-ordering

Synchronize sales/issuance across multiple warehouses and manage drop shipments, inter-warehouse transfers, and back 
orders with ease

Access to any Inventory items in any warehouses located at di�erent locations

Online requisition slips are received from departments for material issue

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT
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Create, manage and access all of your sales orders with a single application

Acts as a central database to collect all the sales that you make across di�erent channels

Generate invoices against your sales orders instantly

Compiles data from one or more sales orders and lets you create invoices for your clients, automatically

Centralize your billing process

Keep tabs on the status of all your invoices and pending payments

End-to-end sales contracting management with our full-fledged Customer Contracts section

SALES ORDER MANAGEMENT
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STOCK-TAKE

Our android barcode scanning app provides fast, accurate, verifiable and reliable inventory counts

Barcode scanning can be carried out o�ine allowing you to perform stock count in any environment

Significantly reduce inventory counting time and time lost on errors

Multi-device stocktaking feature helps you complete inventory counting at a blistering pace

Real-time stock-data updating in the server enables you to view stock data from multiple devices in a real-time manner

Perform partial or full stocktake with multiple devices/users

Identifies inventory discrepancy and make stock adjustments

Verify and archive your stocktake data by exporting/importing inventory documents
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WHY
CHOOSE US?

Our system is easy to 
understand and use, and 
requires little to no learning 
curve

Intuitive and 
User-friendly

Our prices depend on your 
needs. What you pay will 
directly relate to what features 
you get

Improved compliance by 
systematic stock management 
and specific reporting

Variable, 
Flexible Costs

Reduce Repeating Cyclic Tasks 
by digitizing each process step 
through defined workflows

Refined 
Workflows

Improved 
Compliance 

Enhanced productivity 
through omnipresent 
availability of information at 
any time for any stakeholder.

Enhanced 
Productivity 

Reduced operational costs by 
eliminating duplicates & errors

Reduced 
Operational Costs 

2007 94% 100%
Established Client Retention Rate Product Ownership

ISO 9001:2015
Certified Company
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CONTACT US

CODEPOINT Softwares Intl.

Oceanic General Trading & Con-

tracting Company

Office A06, Al Dabbous complex.

Street 106, Block 6

Farwaniya, Kuwait

Mob: +965 99479285

Email: info@codepoints.in

CODEPOINT Softwares Pvt. Ltd. 

St.Mary’s Tower, 2nd & 3rd Floor,

Opp. Naval Quarters, S.A Road,

Elamkulam, Cochin - 682020

Tel. +91 484  2206115, +91 484 4039336

Mobile: +91 944 777 6336

Email: info@codepoints.in

CODEPOINT Softwares Intl.

In Association with Black Stripe Co.

8th Floor,

Office #802,

Al Raya Tower of Oman,

Mob: +968 99 433 895

Email: jancy@bs-marketing.com

KUWAIT UAEINDIA OMAN

CODEPOINT Softwares Intl. FZE

FL.H-00977

Ajman Free Zone

United Arab Emirates

Email: info@codepoints.in

Mob: +971 54 522 3970

www.codepoints.in

One stop solution for all your
Procurement & Inventory-related issues


